FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dick Elam’s Passion for Sailing Steers Anne Bonny’s Wake
Along a Mysterious Course
Octogenarian Author’s Debut Novel is First of Romantic Thriller Series
DALLAS – Author Dick Elam has spent the majority of his 87 years doing three things – reporting/
editing, teaching/mentoring journalism students, and sailing. His newest writing venture is Anne
Bonny’s Wake (Brown Books Publishing Group, November 2016).
“I started writing the book in 1980,” Elam says. “The impetus came with
the purchase of a new (then) Apple II computer, a Letter Perfect document
program and six weeks of summer vacation. I wrote, as I taught, about
something I knew. When the words failed to gain interest from colleague
and playwright Tad Mosel’s New York agent, I set the manuscript aside.”
The manuscript gathered dust for more than 30 years until Elam
relocated to Lake Ray Hubbard just east of Dallas in 2013. With new determination, the first in the “Maggie and Hersh” series set sail.
The romance and crime thriller features a 30-foot, sloop-rigged
sailboat named after a historical female pirate, Anne Bonny. Elam and a
former University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill student owned, raced and cruised the sloop in the
North Carolina waterways.
“The love of sailing bonds my heroes,” says Elam. “The appreciation of waterway life draws them
closer. They see beauty in the muddy waters where ‘watermen’ fish, transport goods, and move
people. They speak the same sailboat language, although one is a Yankee and the other a Southerner.”
Anne Bonny’s Wake is set in the 1980s when President Ronald Reagan waged his “War on Drugs.”
“As I was writing the manuscript, it became historical fiction,” Elam says. “The United States market
for drugs grew when the Reagan Administration expanded enforcement in 1982, and First Lady
Nancy Reagan was encouraging her ‘Just Say No’ campaign. It was a time when Mexican drug cartels
advanced from ‘detected’ to ‘prevalent.’”
Elam charts a course that sails into dark shades of corruption on the Carolina waterway and steers
Hersh’s fascination with the mysterious Maggie after she unexpectedly climbs aboard the Anne Bonny.
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Meet The Author
Dick Elam
Dick Elam has been a reporter, a TV station manager, a sailboat racing skipper, a cruising skipper, a Naval Reservist, an oilfield pilot, a political consultant, a university professor, and acrylic artist. Now this octogenarian author
lives in his native Texas where he’s busy writing thrillers. Anne Bonny’s Wake
is the first in his “Maggie and Hersh” fiction romance thriller series.
The literary pull became apparent at an early age when Elam served as a
proofreader at his hometown Abilene Reporter-News at the age of 14. Multitasking as a sportswriter, he earned his first byline in the daily publication
reporting on the city golf tournament champion, Billy Maxwell, who would
go on to play on the PGA Tour. In high school, he was editor of the school
newspaper and worked weekends for the Reporter-News. Upon graduation,
Elam headed to Austin, and for four years worked on the University of Texas
student newspaper, the Daily Texan. He was elected editor of the newspaper in 1949 and inducted in the
inaugural Daily Texan Hall of Fame in 2013, along with such dignitaries as Walter Cronkite, Ladybird
Johnson and Liz Carpenter.
Elam earned his degree from the University of Texas in 1950 and returned to Abilene to work for the
Reporter-News. He left the newspaper to work in the oilfield and report oilfield news on a live television
show for two years. When he left the oilfield service business, he took a majority ownership and managed
KPAR-TV (Abilene-Sweetwater). He then sold his interest in the television station and moved to Austin to
coordinate Senator John Tower’s successful re-election campaign.
Elam earned a master’s degree in journalism (1969) from UT and served as assistant professor, teaching political campaign communications and editorial writing. He later earned his Ph.D. in journalism
from the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill in 1972. He returned to Austin and the University of
Texas as associate dean in the communications school. In 1977, Elam was named chairman of Radio/TV/
Film at UNC-Chapel Hill, where he served until his retirement in 1999 as professor emeritus.
Along the way, Elam partnered with his father, A.R. “Red” Elam, to drill and complete natural gas wells
in Coleman County, Texas, and owned half interest with a college roommate, Fred Barbee, as publisher of
three Wharton County, Texas, weekly newspapers and a radio station.
Before he started cruising in a 30-footer named Anne Bonny, Elam raced one-design sailboat dinghies,
such as the Snipe, Flying Dutchman, Thistle, Tempest, Cal 20, and Flying Scot. Sailing was a family sport.
His son, Kelson, was an All-American sailor while at the University of Texas.
Dick Elam currently enjoys his view of tranquil sunsets and gentle currents from his home on Lake
Ray Hubbard in Heath, Texas.
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Q&A With

Dick Elam
What is the background behind using Anne Bonny as the name of
the centerpiece vessel in the book?
She was a used 30-foot long, sloop-rigged sailboat that we bought
and cruised out of Morehead City/Beaufort, North Carolina. I also
raced her from Oriental (NC) and offshore in the Atlantic Ocean.
What was your biggest challenge along the way as you developed
the Maggie and Hersh characters and their relationship to each
other?
My biggest challenge was to help readers who might be unfamiliar
with sailing understand what happens when you sail, but not lose
the language a sailor would expect. The love of sailing bonds my heroes. Their appreciation
of waterway life draws them closer. Maggie and Hersh see beauty in the muddy waters where
“watermen” fish, transport goods, and move people. They enjoy streams that provide quick
access to the Atlantic Ocean. Both have been widowed and speak the same sailboat language,
although one is a Yankee and the other a Southerner.
Why did you set the book in the 1980s during President Ronald Regan’s “War on Drugs”
years?
I started writing the book in 1980. The impetus came with the purchase of a new (then) Apple
II computer, a Letter Perfect document program, and six weeks of summer vacation. I wrote,
as I taught, about something I knew. When the words failed to gain interest from colleague and
playwright Tad Mosel’s New York agent, I set the manuscript aside. At that time, Colombian
drug smugglers appeared often in news accounts. And you couldn’t sail on the North Carolina
coast without hearing about drug “bootlegging.”
As I was writing the manuscript, it became historical fiction. The United States’ market for
drugs grew when the Reagan Administration expanded enforcement in 1982. Mexican drug
cartels grew from “detected” to “prevalent.”
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Your familiarity with the North Carolina waterways from your faculty years at the University
of North Carolina-Chapel Hill is evident in the book’s setting. What is it about that region
of coastline that adds to the intrigue and mystery of Anne Bonny’s Wake?
Transients, skippers, crew, tugboat captains, fishermen – they are all there. And, there is plenty
of historical nautical intrigue in this region. The “Lost Colony,” Blackbeard’s buried pirate treasure, Civil War shipwrecks of Confederate vessels trying to run through the Union blockade,
the lore of German U-Boats lurking offshore.
Anne Bonny’s Wake is the first in your “Maggie and Hersh” thriller series. Any hint as to
who in your life may have inspired these characters?
No one person. I intended to write believable characters, so I borrowed traits and words from a
slew of characters I’ve met. Time spent reporting “the cop beat” during my newspaper journalist days helped. Some memories of rough characters from the oilfield and marinas. And, some
lovely ladies.
You have had a personal life journey that could be a book in itself, with opportunities
that included serving as newspaper report/editor, television reporter and station owner,
senatorial election campaign staff member, and university professor – just to touch on the
highlights! You could have written about that, so why a fiction thriller?
For the fun of rubbing two (or more) characters together and seeing what happens. It was also
because writing news, editorials, a thesis, and a dissertation kept my imagination in the hangar,
and my fancy wasn’t getting airborne.
With a lifetime of “telling stories,” whether it be delivering the news as a reporter or inspiring the minds of young collegiate students, how does telling a story as an author compare
and contrast to those life experiences?
Maybe it's the difference between “telling it like it is” and “telling it how you think it might have been.”
Like many authors I’ve read, I try to borrow from life experiences to provide enough reality
so the reader can say, “Yeah, that could have happened. Thanks for introducing me to these
life-like characters. I’m rooting for so-and-so.” Unlike writing for television, expanded by the
camera, an author must use three-dimensional words to help you see and write dialogue to
help you hear. The dividend in writing fiction comes when the author helps the reader feel an
emotion, remember a touch, or recall a smell.
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What is it about the open waterways that beckons each of us and seems to provide an everalluring backdrop for authors?
After I proofread the final draft of Anne Bonny’s Wake, I came across this quote: “A man builds
the best of himself into a boat – builds many of the unconscious memories of his ancestor.” —
John Steinbeck, The Log from the Sea of Cortez
Can you tease us a little bit with what might be ahead for Maggie and Hersh in your next book?
Their adventure continues from where Anne Bonny’s Wake left off. Maggie sells a treasure map
that points to the place where she sunk a $3 million marijuana stash. A drug trafficker, called
the “Bear,” pays for his stolen goods. But he doesn’t forgive and forget. Maggie repays Hersh for
his sailboat voyage in the second book, Guadalajara High, by taking him on her Guadalajara
undercover money delivery to Drug Enforcement headquarters in Mexico.
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EXCERPTS FROM ANNE BONNY'S WAKE

Chapter 1
Advancing ripples marched, double-time, toward where I sat. I leaned to
look. Saw nothing forward, so I leaned across the cockpit and peered into
Anne Bonny’s shadow.
Flinched.
A swimmer. A visible face. Black eyes, framed by an ivory face. Our eyes
locked. I stared at the dark eyebrows, the brunette hair. The head moved
along the port side and reached the back corner of the boat.
Hersh, I told myself, that’s a woman.

Chapter 12

Why did Maggie Moore kneel—half in the rain—so she wouldn’t be seen in a phone booth? I asked
myself. Who would be watching her? Did she worry the Bear would claw her as she walked outside? Who
was she hiding from?
Simple answer: she didn’t want me to know she phoned. Ridiculous. She could have told me she
called her mother and collected a telephone date like she did every Sunday night when the rates were
cheaper.
Obvious answer: Maggie Adelaide Moore wanted to hide something.

Chapter 28

Herschel Barstow didn’t complete three degrees, write two books, and earn three Navy promotions
because he was stupid. I knew that Sardou might not kill Maggie Moore, but I could become as expendable as her last boat chauffeur, a federal drug agent named Rick.

Chapter 39

A soft prelude of gentle waves tapped the hull, accompanied by the lyrics of awakening marsh birds.
Clouds strummed suggestions of lavender, then added strains of yellow and gold, and harmonized with
streaks of orange, dominated by a crescendo of approaching blue. The dawn diminished, and the sun
rose from the Atlantic Ocean.
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What People Are Saying about Anne Bonny'sWake
“Anne Bonny’s Wake sails through the North Carolina waters I knew as a boy, as a sailor,
and now as a coastal newspaper publisher. Like author Nicolas Sparks, [Elam] captures the
beauty and local charm of our waterway.”
—Lockwood Phillips, past president of the National Newspaper Association
“A terrific debut novel that combines the page-turning action of a thriller with the sense of
place found in the best Southern literature.”
—Tom Young, author of The Mullah’s Storm, Silent Enemy, and Sand and Fire
“Dick Elam’s compelling novel blends vivid details with quick action. Superbly written and
fun reading. Looking forward to the sequel.”
—Elise Sugar McGinnis, North Carolina author and production crew
“When a mysterious mermaid-woman climbs aboard Professor Hersh’s boat, he’s naturally intrigued—and soon drawn into her web of danger and deceit. In his debut novel of
suspense, Dick Elam creates a page-turning romantic thriller full of twists and turns that
build to a satisfying conclusion.”
—Ellen Mansoor Collier, author of the Jazz Age series
“Dick Elam is a marvelous storyteller. Anne Bonny’s Wake is full of intrigue and great characters. It would make a wonderful TV series; there’s nothing like it on the air!”
—Vicki Loper, producer at Kahunas production company
“I love it from the beginning to its end. I know nothing about sailing or boats and don’t
swim—the shower can be terrifying—but I’m able to visualize the reality of being on Anne
Bonny with Maggie! Although I don’t know sailing, I do know subtlety, double entendre,
and innuendo, and Anne Bonny’s Wake drips hot with these as well as intrigue.”
—Richard C. Morgan, Jr., PhD, president, Return on Investment in Education (ROIE)
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“Like the rhythms of his beloved sailboats, author Dick Elam’s debut novel simultaneously rocks the reader with romantic sensuality and beauty along the Carolinas’ coasts,
then crashes through waves and into dangerous shoals of drug-running intrigue. Breezy
and upbeat, Anne Bonny’s Wake chronicles the last sail of the widowed Professor Hershel
Barstow’s on his Anne Bonny – and the mysterious siren Maggie, who suddenly climbs
aboard and turns both their worlds upside down … in more ways than one. The reader
who loves sailing – especially in the Carolina waterways -- or enjoys the scenery, tastes
and pirate tales of its seaside towns will be most happy. It’s a fine action-romance that
leaves one wanting more.”
— Sharon Brown, Wake County (Raleigh, NC) Librarian
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It’s been four years since the Anne Bonny’s namesake passed, and Hersh Barstow is taking out the
sailboat one last time as a final good-bye to his departed wife. He expects the trip to be a quiet one,
but then the mysterious and seductive Maggie Adelaide Moore comes aboard. Trouble quickly follows, and soon the two are entangled with a dangerous drug cartel. Now the criminal justice professor needs to call on old friends from his CIA days to escape their pursuers and riddle out Maggie’s
mysterious past.
In the age-weathered Anne Bonny, Hersh recalls some of his CIA training, but that may not be
enough, as enemies could be lurking behind every river bend. Filled with action, mystery and romance, Dick Elam’s debut novel will take readers up and down the Carolina waterways with Hersh
and Maggie on their search for truth, safety and justice.
At times dangerous and alluring, Anne Bonny’s Wake is the first book of a compelling crime
series written by Dick Elam.
Marketing Budget: $50,000 • National print, broadcast and digital campaign
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